We investigate two context-dependent clustering techniques for content recommendation based on exploration-exploitation strategies in contextual multiarmed bandit settings. Our algorithms dynamically group users based on the items under consideration and, possibly, group items based on the similarity of the clusterings induced over the users. The resulting algorithm thus takes advantage of preference patterns in the data in a way akin to collaborative filtering methods. We provide an empirical analysis on extensive real-world datasets, showing scalability and increased prediction performance over state-of-the-art methods for clustering bandits. For one of the two algorithms we also give a regret analysis within a standard linear stochastic noise setting.
INTRODUCTION
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When the users to serve are many and the content universe (or content popularity) changes rapidly over time, these services have to show both strong adaptation in matching users' preferences and high algorithmic scalability/responsiveness so as to allow an effective online deployment. In addition, in typical scenarios like social networks, where users are engaged in technology-mediated interactions influencing each other's behavior, it is often possible to single out a few groups or communities made up of users sharing similar interests (e.g., [25, 9] ). Such communities are not static over time and, more often than not, are clustered around specific content types, so that a given set of users can in fact host a multiplex of interdependent communities depending on specific content items or group of items. We call this multiplex of interdependent clusterings over users a context-dependent clustering (hence the title of this paper).
For instance, in a music recommendation scenario, we may have groups of listeners (the users) clustered around music genres, the clustering changing across different genres. On the other hand, the individual songs (the items) could naturally be grouped by subgenre or performer based on the fact that they tend to be preferred by many of the same users. This notion of "two-sided" clustering is well known in the literature; when the clustering process is simultaneously grouping users based on similarity at the item side and items based on similarity at the user side, it goes under the name of co-clustering (see, e.g., [14, 15] ). In fact, there is evidence suggesting that, at least in specific real-world recommendation scenarios, like movie recommendation, data are well modeled by clustering at both users and item sides (e.g., [28] ).
In this paper, we first consider context-dependent clustering and then a simpler (and computationally more affordable) notion of two-sided clustering that we name double clustering. Importantly enough, this simplified version of co-clustering relies on sparse graph representations, avoid-ing expensive matrix factorization techniques. We adapt context-dependent and double clustering to (by now) standard settings in sequential content recommendation known as (contextual) multiarmed bandits [3] for solving the associated exploration-exploitation dilemma. We work under the assumption that we have to serve content to users in such a way that each content item determines a clustering over users made up of relatively few groups (compared to the total number of users), within which users tend to react similarly when that item gets recommended. However, the clustering over users need not be the same across different items. Moreover, when the universe of items is large, also the items might be clustered as a function of the clustering they determine over users, so that the number of distinct clusterings over users induced by the items is also relatively small compared to the total number of available items.
We present two algorithms performing dynamic clustering, one for context-dependent clustering, the other for doubleclustering, and test them on three real-world datasets. Our algorithms are scalable and exhibit increased or comparable prediction performance over the state-of-the-art of clustering bandits. For the second algorithm we also provide a regret analysis of the √ T -style holding with high probability in a standard stochastically linear noise setting.
In many of the most prominent practical applications of Bandit algorithms, such as computational advertising, webpage content optimization, and recommender systems, one of the main source of information is in fact embedded in the preference relationships between the users and items served. These preference patterns that emerge from the clicks, views or purchases of items are also typically exploited in Machine Learning through Collaborative Filtering techniques (e.g., [26, 8] ). Typically, collaborative effects carry more information about the users preference then demographic metadata [24] . Moreover, in most commercial applications of Bandit algorithms it is often impractical or impossible to use adequate user information. Our method aims to exploit collaborative effects in a bandit setting in a way akin to the way co-clustering techniques are used in batch collaborative filtering. Bandit methods represent one of the most promising approaches to the cold-start problem in recommender systems (e.g., [29] ), whereby the lack of data on new users or items leads to suboptimal recommendations. An exploration approach in these cases seems very appropriate.
LEARNING MODEL
We assume the user behavior similarity is represented by a family of clusterings depending on the specific feature (or context) vector x under consideration. Specifically, we let U = {1, . . . , n} represent the set of n users. Then, given x ∈ R d , set U can be partitioned into a small number m(x) of clusters U1(x), U2(x), . . . , U m(x) (x), where m(x) ≤ m, for all x ∈ R d , with m << n, in such a way that users belonging to the same cluster Uj(x) share similar behavior w.r.t. instance x (e.g., they both like or both dislike the item represented by x), while users lying in different clusters have significantly different behavior. The mapping x → {U1(x), U2(x), . . . , U m(x) (x)} specifying the actual partitioning of U into the clusters determined by x (including the number of clusters m(x) and its upper bound m), and the common user behavior within each cluster are unknown to the learner, and have to be inferred based on user feedback.
To make things simple, in this paper we assume the contextdependent clustering is determined by the linear functions x → u ⊤ i x, each one parameterized by an unknown vector ui ∈ R d hosted at user i ∈ U, in such a way that if users i, i ′ ∈ U are in the same cluster w.r.t. x then
for some (unknown) gap parameter γ > 0. 1 As in the standard linear bandit setting (e.g., [3, 21, 12, 1, 13, 20, 27, 31, 16, 18] , and references therein), the unknown vector ui determines the (average) behavior of user i. More precisely, upon receiving context vector x, user i "reacts" by delivering a payoff value
is a conditionally zero-mean and bounded variance noise term so that, conditioned on the past, the quantity u ⊤ i x is indeed the expected payoff observed at user i for context vector x.
As is standard in bandit settings, learning is broken up into a discrete sequence of time steps: At each time t = 1, 2, . . . , the learner receives a user index it ∈ U along with a set of context vectors Ci t = {xt,1, xt,2, . . . , xt,c t } ⊆ R d encoding the content which is currently available for recommendation to that user. The learner is compelled to pick somext = x t,kt ∈ Ci t to recommend to it, and then observes it's feedback in the form of payoff at ∈ R whose (conditional) expectation is u ⊤ itxt . The goal of the learner is to maximize its total payoff T t=1 at over T time steps. This is essentially the measure of performance adopted by our comparative experiments in Section 4. From a theoretical standpoint (Section 5), we are instead interested in bounding the cumulative regret achieved by our algorithms. More precisely, let the regret rt of the learner at time t be the extent to which the average payoff of the best choice in hindsight at user it exceeds the average payoff of the algorithm's choice, i.e., rt = max
We are aimed at bounding with high probability (over the noise variables ǫi t (xt), and any other possible source of randomness -see Section 5) the cumulative regret T t=1 rt . The kind of regret bound we would like to contrast to is one where the context-dependent clustering structure of U is somehow known beforehand (see Section 5 for details).
Unlike context-dependent clustering, our double clustering setting only applies to the case when the content universe is known a priori.
Specifically, let the content universe be I = {x1, x2, . . . , x |I| }, and P (xj) = {U1(xj), U2(xj), . . . , U m(x j ) (xj )} be the partition into clusters over the set of users U induced by item xj . Then items xj, x j ′ ∈ I belong to the same cluster (over the set of items I) if and only if they induce the same partitioning over the users, i.e., if P (xj ) = P (x j ′ ). We denote by g the number of distinct partitions so induced over U by the items in I, and work under the assumption that g is unknown and significantly smaller than |I|.
Finally, in all of the above, an important special case is when the items to be recommended do not possess specific features (as is the case with all our experiments in Section 4). In this case, it is common to resort to the more classical noncontextual stochastic multiarmed bandit setting (e.g., [4, 2] ), which is recovered from the contextual framework by setting d = |I|, and assuming the content universe I is made up of the d-dimensional versors ej, j = 1, . . . , d, so that the expected payoff of user i on item j is simply the j-th component of vector ui.
Related Work
Co-clustering methods have been applied in batch Collaborative Filtering algorithms, whereby preferences in each cocluster are modeled with simple statistics of the preference relations in the co-cluster, e.g., rating averages [19] . Batch collaborative filtering neighborhood methods rely on finding similar groups of users and items to the target user-item pair, e.g., [30] and thus in effect rely on a dynamic form of grouping users and items. Bandits have been used recently in recommendation settings that involve social networks to deal with the cold-start problem [10] . Beyond the general connection to co-clustering, this paper is related to the literature on clustering bandit algorithms. We are not aware of any specific piece of work that combines bandits with double clustering or co-clustering; the papers which are most closely related to ours are [16, 22, 23, 18] . In [16] , the authors work under the assumption that users are defined using a feature vector, and try to learn a low-rank hidden subspace assuming that variation across users is low-rank. The paper combines low-rank matrix recovery with high-dimensional Gaussian Process Bandits, but it gives rise to algorithms which do not seem practical for large-scale problems. In [22] , the authors analyze a noncontextual stochastic bandit problem where model parameters are assumed to be clustered in a few (unknown) types. Yet, the provided solutions are completely different from ours. The work [23] combines (k-means-like) online clustering with contextual bandits, resulting in an algorithm which is similar to cdclustering (see Section 3), though their clustering technique is not context-dependent and does not lead to a regret analysis. The paper [6] relies on bandit clustering at the user side (as in [22] ), with an emphasis on diversifying recommendations to the same user over time. Finally, the algorithm in [18] can be seen as a special case of doubleclub (Section 3) when clustering is data independent, and is done only at the user side.
Similar in spirit are also [5, 7] : In [5] , the authors define a transfer learning problem within a stochastic multiarmed bandit setting, where a prior distribution is defined over the set of possible models over the tasks; in [7] , the authors rely on clustering Markov Decision Processes based on their model parameter similarity. However, in none of the two cases did the authors make a specific effort towards contextdependent clustering.
THE ALGORITHMS
We now present our two algorithms, both relying on an upper-confidence-based tradeoff between exploration and exploitation. Our first algorithm is called cdclustering ("Context-Dependent Clustering" -see Figure 1 ). This algorithm stores at time t an estimate wi,t for vector ui associated with user i ∈ U. Vectors wi,t are updated based on the payoff feedback, as in a standard linear least-squares approximation to the corresponding ui. Every user i ∈ U hosts such an algorithm which operates as a linear bandit algorithm (e.g., [12, 1, 11, 18] ) on the available content Ci t . More specifically, wi,t−1 is determined by an inverse correlation matrix M −1 i,t−1 subject to rank-one adjustments, and a vector bi,t−1 subject to additive updates. Matrices Mi,t are initialized to the d × d identity matrix, and vectors bi,t are initialized to the d-dimensional zero vector. Matrix M −1
is also used to define an upper confidence bound cbi,t−1(x) in the approximation of wi,t−1 to ui along direction x. 2 At time t, cdclustering receives the index it of the current user to serve, and the available item vectors xt,1, . . . , xt,c t , and must select one among them. In order to do so, the algorithm computes the ct neighborhood sets N k = Ni t ,t(xt,k ), one per item x t,k ∈ Ci t . Set N k is regarded as the current approximations to the cluster (over users) it belongs to w.r.t. x t,k . Notice that it ∈ Ni t ,t(x) for all x. Each neighborhood set then defines a compound weight vectorwN k ,t−1 (through the aggregation of the corresponding matrices Mi,t−1 and vectors bi,t−1) which, in turn, determines a compound confidence bound cbN k ,t−1(xt,k). VectorwN k ,t−1 and confidence bound cbN k ,t−1(xt,k ) are combined by the algorithm through an upper-confidence exploration-exploitation scheme so as to commit to the specific itemxt ∈ Ci t for user it. This scheme puts emphasis on item vectors within Ci t along which the computed aggregations based on neighborhood sets are likely to be lacking information. Then, the payoff at is received, and the algorithm usesxt to update Mi t ,t−1 to Mi t ,t and bi t,t−1 to bi t ,t. Notice that the update is only performed at user it, though it will clearly affect the calculation of neighborhood sets and compound vectors for other users in later rounds.
A computational drawback of cdclustering is that the clusterings based on the item vectors (and the associated compound vectorswN k ,t−1) have to be recomputed from scratch at every round. In fact, being fully contextdependent, the dynamic nature of item vectors makes it hardly convenient to store previously computed clusterings. 3 A second drawback is that aggregating weight vectors wi,t−1 based on neighborhood sets computed at time t need not be theoretically motivated, since two users i and i ′ may belong to the same neighborhood set w.r.t. to a given vector x t,k , but may well have been in different sets in earlier rounds. This lack of theoretical motivation is the very reason why we are not able to provide a theoretical analysis for cdclustering. Despite these drawbacks, we will see in Section 4 that: (i) a fast approximation to cdclustering exists that scales reasonably well on large data streams, and (ii) this fast approximation generally exhibits good prediction accuracy, sometimes outperforming all other competitors in terms of observed clickthrough rates.
Denote for brevity the resulting sets as N 1 , . . . , Nc t ; Compute, for k = 1, . . . , ct, aggregate quantities
end for When I = {x1, . . . , x |I| } is known a priori, we can indeed afford to explicitly maintain the clusterings over U w.r.t. each xj. This is what we are doing with our next algorithm, called doubleclub (Double Clustering of Bandits). A pseudocode description is contained in Figure 2 , while Figure 3 illustrates its behavior through a pictorial example. doubleclub maintains multiple clusterings over the set of users U and a single clustering over the set of items I. On both sides, such clusterings are represented through connected components of undirected graphs (this is in the same vein as in [18] ), where nodes are either users or items. At time t, there are multiple graphs G U t,h = (U, E U t,h ) at the user side (hence many clusterings over U, indexed by h), and a single graph G I t = (I, E I t ) at the item side (hence a single clustering over I). Each clustering at the user side corresponds to a single cluster at the item side, so that we have gt clusterŝ I1,t, . . . ,Îg t,t over items and gt clusterings over users -see Figure 3 for an example.
The overall structure of doubleclub is the same as that of cdclustering, the main difference being that the neighborhood sets of it w.r.t. the items in Ci t are stored into the clusters at the user side pointed to by these items, so that the aggregation of least squares estimators wi,t−1 is indeed determined by such clusterings.
Input: Exploration parameter α > 0; edge deletion parameter α 2 > 0; set of users U = {1, . . . , n}; set of items I = {x 1 , . . . , x |I| } ⊆ R d . Init:
• Number of user graphs g 1 = 1;
• No. of user clusters m U 1,1 = 1;
• Item clustersÎ 1,1 = I, no. of item clusters g 1 = 1;
• Item graph G I 1 = (I, E I 1 ), G I 1 is connected over I.
For each x t,j k ∈ C it , determine cluster in current user clustering w.r.t. x t,j k that it belongs to; Denote for brevity such clusters as N 1 , . . . , Nc t ; Compute, for k = 1, . . . , ct, corresponding aggregate quanti-tiesM N k ,t−1 ,b N k ,t−1 , andw N k ,t−1 as in Figure 1 ; Set kt as in Figure 1 (using there the value of parameter α); Set for brevityxt = x t,kt ; Observe payoff at ∈ R; Update weights M i,t and b i,t as in Figure 1 ; Determine ht ∈ {1, . . . , gt} such that kt ∈Î ht,t
Update user clusters at graph G U t, ht : • For all ℓ such that (xt, x ℓ ) ∈ E I t build neighborhood N U ℓ,t+1 (it) as follows:
Let E I t+1 be the resulting set of edges, set G I t+1 = (I, E I t+1 ), compute associated item clusterŝ I 1,t+1 ,Î 2,t+1 , . . . ,Î g t+1 ,t+1 . For each new item cluster created, allocate a new user graph initialized to a single cluster. After receiving payoff at and computing Mi t ,t and bi t ,t, doubleclub updates the clusterings at the user side and the (unique) clustering at the item side. On both sides, updates take the form of edge deletions. Updates at the user side are only performed at the graph G U t, ht pointed to by the selected itemxt = x t,kt . Updates at the item side are only made if it is likely that the neighborhoods of user it has significantly changed when considered w.r.t. to two previously deemed similar items. Specifically, if item xj was directly connected to itemxt at the beginning of round t and, as a consequence of edge deletion at the user side, the set of users that are now likely to be close to it w.r.t. xj is no longer the same as set of users that are likely to be close to it w.r.t.xt, then this is taken as a good indication that item xj is not inducing the same partition over users asxt, hence edge (xt, xj ) gets deleted. (Notice that this need not imply that, as a result of this deletion, the two items are now belonging to different clusters over I, since the two items may still be indirectly connected.)
end for
A naive implementation of doubleclub would require memory allocation for maintaining |I|-many n-node graphs, i.e., O(n 2 |I|). Because this would be prohibitive even for moderately large sets of users, we make full usage of the approach of [18] , where instead of starting off with complete graphs over users each time a new cluster over items is created, we randomly sparsify such initial graphsà la Erdos-Renyi still retaining with high probability the underlying clusterings {U1(xj), . . . , U m(x j ) (xj )}, j = 1, . . . , |I|, over users. This works if the clusters Ui(xj) are not too small -see the argument in [18] , where it is shown that in practice the initial graphs can have O(n log n) edges instead of O(n 2 ). Moreover, because we modify the item graph by edge deletions only, one can show that with high probability (under the modeling assumptions of Section 2) the number gt of clusters over items remains upper bounded by g throughout the run of doubleclub, so that the actual storage required by the algorithm is indeed O(ng log n). This also brings a substantial saving in running time, since updating connected components scales with the number of edges of the involved graphs. It is this sparse representation that we tested in our experiments.
EXPERIMENTS
We tested our algorithms on three real-world datasets of different kind against known bandit baselines. In all cases, no features on the items have been used.
Datasets
Tuenti. This proprietary dataset has been provided by Tuenti.com (a Spanish social network website) This dataset was crafted by serving ads through a (randomized) policy to a subset of the Tuenti users for a limited amount of time (one week). We dropped users that did not click at least 3 times on ads and ads that were not clicked at least 5 times, and then removed the most frequent ad. After this filtering process, the number of available ads turned out to be d = 105, the number of retained users was n = 14, 612, and the number of resulting records was T = 5, 784, 752. As is standard in offline policy evaluation, because the only available payoffs are those associated with the items served by the logged policy, we had to discard on the fly all records where the logged policy's recommendation did not coincide with the algorithms' recommendations. In order to make this procedure a reliable offline estimator (e.g., [21, 17] ), we simulated random choices by the logged policy by "handcrafting" the available item sets Ci t as follows. At each round t, we re-tained the ad served to the current user it and the associated payoff value at (1 = "clicked", 0 = "not clicked"). Then we created Ci t by including the served ad along with 4 extra items (hence ct = 5 ∀t) drawn at random in such a way that, for any item ej ∈ I, if ej occurs in some set Ci t , this item will be the one served by the logged policy only 1/5 of the times. Notice that this random selection was done independent of the available payoff values at.
LastFM. This is a dataset created from the Last.fm website history of about 1, 000 users. The dataset is a collection of different events, each one representing a Last.fm user listening to a specific song. The part of the original dataset we used for this experiment is a list of tuples defining time, user, and listened song. The dataset was not created to be used for experiments with multiarmed bandits, so even in this case we had to enrich the original dataset with random data. Specifically, each list was made up of the song that the current user listened to (with payoff 1) along with a set of candidate songs selected uniformly at random from the songs listened to by all other users in the past (with payoff 0). The experiments presented here have been carried out over T = 50, 000 records, resulting in d = 4, 698 distinct songs.
Yahoo. This was extracted from the dataset adopted by the "ICML 2012 Exploration and Exploitation 3 Challenge" for news article recommendation. We loosely followed the experimental setting described in [18] , giving rise to dataset "Yahoo 18K Users" having n = 18, 363 users, d = 323 news articles, and 2, 829, 308 records. Payoff values and record discarding criteria are as in the Tuenti dataset.
Algorithms
We compared cdclustering and doubleclub to a number of competitors:
• club [18] is an online bandit algorithm that dynamically clusters users based on the confidence ellipsoids of their models;
• ucb1-single and ucbv-single are single instances of the ucb1 algorithm [4] and the ucb-v algorithm [2] , respectively. These algorithms make the same predictions across all users;
• ucb1-multi is a set of independent ucb1 instances, one per user;
• dynucb is the dynamic ucb algorithm of [23] . This algorithm adopts a "K-means"-like clustering technique so as to dynamically re-assign the clusters on the fly based on the changing contexts and user preferences over time;
• random is just a fully random recommender.
The version of cdclustering that we actually tested is a fast randomized version that computes the aggregate quan-titiesMN k ,t−1 andbN k ,t−1 (see Figure 1 ) by randomly subsampling over N k . As for tuning of hyperparameters, we ran doubleclub with the graph sparsification technique suggested in [18] , applied here to both the user and item sides. Then, in order to do a proper tuning and maintain the comparison fair, the following online tuning strategy was applied to all algorithms. We divided each dataset into 10 chunks s = 1, . . . , 10. We ran the algorithms in chunk s by selecting the parameter values that maximized (across suitable ranges) the cumulative payoff achieved in the dataset prefix made up of chunks 1, . . . , s − 1. The plots contained in Figures 4-6 refer to chunks 2, . . . , 10 of each dataset. Finally, because club, doubleclub, and the version of cdclustering we tested are all randomized algorithms, we averaged the results over three runs, but in fact the variance we observed across these runs was fairly small.
Results
Our results are summarized in Figures 4-6 . Whereas for the Tuenti and the Yahoo datasets we plotted Click-through Rate (CTR) vs. retained records so far ("Time"), for the LastFM dataset (where records are not discarded) we plotted the ratio of the cumulative payoff of the algorithm to the cumulative payoff of random against number of time steps. All these experiments are somehow aimed at testing the performance of the various bandit algorithms in coldstart regimes.
The three datasets we took into consideration are all generated by online web applications. Yet, it is worth pointing out that these datasets are indeed fairly different in the way customers consume the associated content. As a consequence, also the experimental evidence we collected on the three datasets is different. Specifically, Tuenti is a social network used by most of the teenagers in Spain, and LastFM provides a huge selection of music of different genres. Hence, it is easy to imagine that these two datasets span a large number of communities across their populations, as compared to Yahoo. Moreover, due to the relatively long lifecycle of items, the collaborative effects in both Tuenti and LastFM are likely to be stronger than on the news articles in the Yahoo dataset. 4 In fact, in both Tuenti and LastFM, cdclustering is clearly winning over the other algorithms. Moreover, a quick comparison between cdclustering and doubleclub reveals that the former tends to be better suited to the cold-start regime than the latter (notice that we are plotting cumulative predictive behavior, so that initial advantages carry forward throughout), that is, it is likely that doubleclub requires significantly more data to catch up.
On the other hand, for the Yahoo dataset there is likely to be a bias in the population visualizing the relevant pages; on top of it, this dataset is derived from the consumption of news that are often interesting for large portions of these customers and, as such, does not create polarization into subcommunities. While we are unable to reconstruct the content of the news displayed to the users as collected in the Yahoo dataset, it is reasonable to expect that these pieces of news are indeed intended to reach a wide audience of consumers. In fact, on Yahoo both ucb1-single and ucbvsingle (serving the same news to all users) are already performing quite well, thereby making the clustering-of-users effort quite worthless. doubleclub is in the same ballpark as the best performing algorithms, while cdclustering is not doing well, probably because it has a stronger inductive bias towards context-dependendent clustering of users than doubleclub, which seems to penalize cdclustering more heavily when the actual data do not meet such bias conditions.
REGRET ANALYSIS
The following theorem is the sole theoretical result of this paper, 5 where we relate the cumulative regret of doubleclub to the clustering structure of users U w.r.t. items I. For simplicity of presentation, we formulate our result in the no-feature case, where ui ∈ R d , i = 1, . . . , n, and I = {e1, . . . , e d }. In fact, a more general statement can be proven which holds in the case when I is a generic set of feature vectors I = {x1, . . . , x |I| }, and the regret bound depends on the geometric properties of such vectors. 6 In order to obtain a provable advantage from our clusterability assumptions, extra conditions are needed on the way it and Ci t are generated. The clusterability assumptions we can naturally take advantage of are those where, for most partitions P (ej ), the relative sizes of clusters over users are highly unbalanced. Translated into more practical terms, cluster unbalancedness amounts to saying that the universe of items I tends to influence users so as to deter- 5 The proof is omitted due to space limitations. 6 In addition, the function cb should also be modified so as to incorporate these properties. mine a small number of major common behaviors (which need neither be the same nor involve the same users across items), along with a number of minor ones. As we saw in our experiments, this seems like a frequent behavior of users in some practical scenarios.
Theorem 1. Let the doubleclub algorithm of Figure 2 be run on a set of users U = {1, . . . , n} with associated profile vectors u1, . . . , un ∈ R d , and set of items I = {e1, . . . , e d } such that the j-th induced partition P (ej) over U is made up of mj clusters of cardinality vj,1, vj,2, . . . , vj,m j , respectively. At each time step t, let it be generated uniformly at random 7 from U. Once it is selected, the number ct of items in Ci t is generated arbitrarily as a function of past indices i1, . . . , it−1, payoffs a1, . . . , at−1, and sets Ci 1 , . . . , Ci t−1 , as well as the current index it. Then the sequence of items in Ci t is generated i.i.d. (conditioned on it, ct and all past indices i1, . . . , it−1, payoffs a1, . . . , at−1, and sets Ci 1 , . . . , Ci t−1 ) according to a given but unknown distribution over I. Let at lie in the interval [−1, 1], and be generated as described in Section 2 so that, conditioned on history, the expectation of at is u ⊤ itxt . Finally, let parameter α and α2 be suitable functions of log(1/δ). If ct ≤ c ∀t then, as T grows large, with probability at least 1 − δ the cumulative regret satisfies 8 √ v j,k , and Ej[·] and varj (·) denote, respectively, the expectation and the variance w.r.t. the distribution of ej over I.
To get a feeling of how big (or small) Ej[S] and varj(S) can be, let us consider the case where each partition over users has a single big cluster and a number of small ones. To make it clear, consider the extreme scenario where each P (ej ) has one cluster of size vj,1 = n − (m − 1), and m − 1 clusters of size v j,k = 1, with m < √ n. Then it is easy to see that 7 Any distribution having positive probability on each i ∈ U would in fact suffice here. 8 The O-notation hides logarithmic factors, as well as terms which are independent of T .
Ej [S] = n − (m − 1) + m − 1 and varj (S) = 0, so that the resulting regret bound essentially becomes O( √ dT ), i.e., the standard (context-independent) bound one achieves for learning a single d-dimensional user. At the other extreme lies the case when each partition P (ej ) has n-many clusters, so that Ej [S] = n, varj(S) = 0, and the resulting bound is O( √ dnT ). Looser upper bounds can be achieved in the case when varj(S) > 0, where also the interplay with c starts becoming relevant.
Finally, observe that the number g of distinct partitions influences the bound only indirectly through varj (S). Yet, it is worth repeating here that g plays a crucial role in the computational (both time and space) complexity of the whole procedure.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have initiated an investigation of linear bandit algorithms operating in relevant scenarios where multiple users can be grouped by behavior similarity in different ways w.r.t. items and, in turn, the universe of items can possibly be grouped by the similarity of clusterings they induce over users. We have provided two algorithms operating sequentially, carried out an extensive experimental comparison with encouraging results, and also given a regret analysis for one on them (doubleclub) which operates in the simplified setting where the content universe is known beforehand.
All our experiments so far have been conducted in the nofeature setting, since the datasets at our disposal did not come with reliable/useful annotations on data. Yet, both the algorithms we presented potentially work when items are indeed accompanied by (numerical) features. One direction of our research is to compensate for the lack of features in the data by first inferring features during an initial training phase through standard matrix factorization techniques, and subsequently apply our algorithms to a universe of items I described through such inferred features. Clearly enough, our algorithms can be modified so as to be combined with standard clustering (or co-clustering) techniques. Yet, so far we have not seen any other way of adaptively clustering users/items which is computationally affordable on sizeable datasets and, at the same time, amenable to a regret analysis that takes advantage of the clustering assumption. Another line of experimental research would be to combine different bandit algorithms (possibly at different stages of the learning process) so as to roughly get the best of all of them in all stages. This would be somewhat similar to the meta-bandit construction described in [29] .
